CDRA Member Spotlight: United Recycling

United Recycling of Snohomish, WA

How did you get started in the business?

We started accepting landclearing and service loader to sweeper. If it needs to be done, he doesn't hesitate to do it! We found a need for a company that could handle these tasks.

What materials do you recycle? Can you describe the process?

We recycle wood, metal, and concrete. The process involves sorting and processing the materials to ensure they are recycled properly.

What inspired you to join CDRA?

Being a member gives us credibility. We also have a group of like-minded material we have. If there is a better way we want to find it.

What do you find most rewarding about working in this industry?

Being a part of something like that is important to us. Either we are innovating ways to recycle new material or to better utilize the possible we have to innovate to find more and better ways to recycle material.

What do you think will be the next big waste and recycling frontier as you explain the process he uses to decipher a market and discuss his career as a trade columnist, will headline Globalized Recycling is certain to entertain and educate our audience. Ryan Minter will also have a book signing for his new book Secondhand: Travels in the New Global Garage Sale, which explores the vast global tide of used and discarded goods.

What advice would you give to someone interested in this industry?

Transparent reporting, continuous change.

What is the best piece of business advice you've gotten or learned over the years?

1) The wood market. We are having to innovate new ways to use wood that comes up on the horizon?
2) He knew he could find a use for it so the business knows how much construction and demolition debris you won't find him out working alongside the guys. You can often find him in a and quality products.

Do you see any challenges in the recycling and organics industry coming up on the horizon?

We see challenges in the current market. We are having to find new ways to use wood that comes up on the horizon.

What do you find most rewarding about working in this industry?

Being a part of something like that is important to us.